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Make This Break-Up Count

Prep & Prioritize
D A Y  1

Use this day to make arraignments for the next 12 days worth of
pressing business, bills, commitments, projects, etc. to minimize
outside influence & stress during your heartbreak recovery.

Goal | Make Yourself a True Priority
Inspired Action | Get/Make & Use a Day Planner

Reboot
D A Y  3

Use this day to pick yourself back up a bit from your.. day of coping
yesterday. Take it easy on yourself but meet your basic needs,
clean up any leftover destruction, & otherwise focus on some
simple, fun & positive things.
Goal | Muster Up Some Good Vibes
Inspired Action | Download the Heartbreak Self Care Cheat Sheet

Pout It Out!
D A Y  2

Use this day to really let yourself feel this break-up. Losing
love, (good or bad) hurts & bottling it up is only sure to

hurt you again later - so control it now instead
| drink, dance, cry, yell write, &/or some other form of get it out |

Goal | Throw a Solo Pity Party - Safely
Inspired Action | Watch The Magicians - Season 1 Episode 11

| Caution | This show is.. Dirty, but freaking amazing!
it's Available on Netflix, Amazon, & Youtube

Dig In & Detach
D A Y  4

Use this day to take a different look at your relationship - from a
healing place of accepting it's over. Not to agonize over it,

but to honestly examine it's bright & dark sides to help remind
yourself it ended for good reason.

Goal | Find the Love Lesson(s) Learned
Inspired Action | Make a Pro's & Con's List

Readjust
D A Y  5

Use this day to get yourself a new kind of ready, willing, & able to
move on from this break-up in style. Pick the resources, practices,
tools, & other components of a go-to diy heartbreak self-recovery
system you can count on.

Goal | Become Your Own Self Love Advocate
Inspired Action | Make a Self Care Idea Box/Jar

Order the Chaos
D A Y  6

Use this day to metaphorically make a path for the new
|post break-up| you to emerge by actually organizing hidden

clutter in closets, drawers, craft bins, etc. & putting
neglected things back to rights in your home.

Goal | Regain Feelings of Stability
Inspired Action | Add a Welcoming Decor Item to 

Your Front Door

Purge & Purify
D A Y  7

Use this day to metaphorically clean the ended relationship remnants
out of your life by actually going cold turkey from all
things bad for the soul - Drama, junk food, news/current events,
toxic people, ugly situations, etc.

Goal | Eliminate Negativity - Drama Detox Day 1 of 3
Inspired Action | Stay Active Doing Household Chores + Disinfecting
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| Craft Tip | Use sturdy gift tags & a mason jar, tissue box, or
mini tote bag to make a portable 'self care idea station'.

Then in any moment of need, you can randomly pull a card
to direct some tlc without having to think too hard about it.

| Take a Bath | Pull a Tarot Card | Drink a Cup of Tea | Do a Breathing Meditation |
Color a Picture | Paint Your Nails | Dance it Out | Dab an Oil | Complete a Task

| FIY | The way you treat yourself during the initial 'dumped'
phase of a break-up is 100% responsible for the amount of

suffering you go through & the way you heal long term..
Engage in simple self care to use that fact to your advantage.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/18FZKVoynQhapzJ_eZnC40Kv_Tfv2PxxO/view


Rest & Reset
D A Y  9

Use this day to rest after all the hard & busy work you've done
over the last week. Give yourself permission to be lazy, sleep in,
take naps, order take out, leave the laundry, binge Netflix, put off
the errands, etc. -  You deserve some down time.
Goal | Give Yourself a Break - Drama Detox Day 3 of 3
Inspired Action | Practice Energy Healing/Reiki

Release
D A Y  1 0

Use this day to make a big show of really, genuinely.. letting your
broken, ended relationship go - All the healing work you've

been doing metaphorically & actually during
this challenge has been getting you ready for this.

Goal | Come to Terms with Your Break-Up
Inspired Action | Do a Good-Bye/Letting Go Ritual

Reflect
D A Y  1 1

Use this day to constructively mourn your past love & it's related
potential future by transforming the pain of this break-up into the
power you need to choose a relationship that matches your
soulmate dreams next time around.

Goal | Get Excited About Someday
Inspired Action | Create a Vision Board

Repair
D A Y  1 2

Use this day to take a healed, personal vow to handle any
upcoming bouts of break-up pain in style by making a big

show of taking awesome holistic (mental, emotional,
physical, & spiritual) care of yourself.

Goal | Prove to Yourself that You Got This
Inspired Action | Have a DIY/or Professional Holistic Spa Day

Renew
D A Y  1 3

Use this day to start fresh - With the understanding that losing
love hurts, but you can & will survive it just fine. Women are strong
& amazing creatures of love after all.. & even kissing all the frogs in
the world can't take that away unless you let it.

Goal | Choose to Embrace Your Personal Power
Inspired Action | Make-Over a Room in Your House

| FIY | Holistic wellness loves symbolism & creativity! Make
a room, section, table, etc. dedicated solely to speaking your

mind metaphysically & fill it with things that represent
your growing power, understanding, goals, & more.    

Spend time there when you need to connect with a higher power, think something
through, find motivation, or otherwise engage in private mind|body self care.
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Sooth & Support
D A Y  8

Use this day to metaphorically fill your life with love by actually
filling your home with love - Play love songs/movies, decorate

with hearts & quotes, &/or anything else that feels comforting to
you. Look into minimalism, Hygge, & Feng Shui for ideas.

Goal | Incorporate Inspiration - Drama Detox Day 2 of 3
Inspired Action | Set Up a Meditation/Sacred Space

Women's Holistic Dating

The
Concept

TV, movies, other love stories, real life circumstances,
& outside expectations put a lot of pressure on people
to make relationships work at all costs, & on the flip
side - to get over it superhuman quickly when they
don't.. Without self destructing along the way.

The fact is, true love does not entertain break-up
games or netflix & chill kind of ideals which means, if
you are heartbroken over an ended relationship right
now - This 13 Day Challenge is sure to help your clearly
see that moving on is the safe & right thing to do.
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| FYI | Ancient belief in a person's ability to direct source energy
(god's power) into earthly beings specifically to provide healing

from the inside out can easily be used as a holistic wellness
tool (metaphysical art practice/self care meditation) today..

From any comfortable position, for as long as it feels right - Imagine a beam of
white or gold light comes from the sky directly into the top of your head, makes

its way down to your toes, out through the bottoms of your feet, & back up
around your body like a bubble. *Really stand in some light to help keep focused*

| Craft Tip | Use magazines, scrapbook supplies,paint, craft
materials, trinkets, bits of nature, & anything else you can 

find to create a mixed media collage that symbolizes the
relationship you intend to manifest into your dream life.

| FYI | The concept of finalizing a good bye through ritual acts can
be found in all areas of life. From funerals, to New Years ball

drops, & a million things in between - Using imagination, props, &
plenty of metaphor to physically let non-physical things go..helps. 

Try releasing your relationship with as much positive fun as you can | Put a
memento to rest & have a service | Set up a memorial site, when the time is right -
bag up the 'decor' & throw it away | Write a how you really feel letter & burn it in the
fireplace | Dedicate a food or drink item to represent the relationship & consume it



Don't Want this Break-Up to Trick You
into Giving Up on Finding True Love?

 
Making your mental, emotional, physical, & spiritual

wellness (personal power) a natural all day, every day
priority grants you positive access to each of your 4

aspects of self - mind, body, soul, spirit - Allowing direct
influence over the amazing things they govern.

You then become limitless in your ability
to confidentially live life as the real you - Keeping calm,
cool, collected, & secure with who that is & what you
deserve because of it.. at all times - No matter what

current circumstances you're presented with.

*The secret to successfully embracing all
that awesome is simply.. utilizing diy holistic self care

tools, resources, & other gems of solo support to
help you along the way.*

  Preparing to make dreams come true &
find your real soulmate match by establishing your
self worth & growing into the best, most authentic

version of yourself first.. Ensures you settle for nothing
less than your idea of best - It does not transform
you into a forever tough & loveless man hater.

I swear it!

See the 1x1 Course here
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Read the Blog Post here

Visit soulandherbs.com to learn more about the basic three
phase approach for embracing personal power, self care, & your
ability to make dreams come true.. sooner, rather than later.

https://www.soulandherbs.com/pages/practicalalchemy
https://www.soulandherbs.com/blogs/holistically-well/you-re-not-broken-3-steps-to-embrace-your-awesome-and-end-personal-suffering


RECOVERY        Heartbreak

The
Concept

TV, movies, other love stories, real life circumstances, & outside expectations put a lot
of pressure on people to make relationships work at all costs, & on the flip side - to get
over it superhuman quickly when they don't.. Without self destructing along the way.

The fact is, true love does not entertain break-up games or netflix & chill kind of ideals
which means, if you are heartbroken over an ended relationship right now - This 13 Day
Challenge is sure to help your clearly see that moving on is the safe & right thing to do.

Day Challenge13

Use this day to really let yourself feel this break-up. Losing love, (good or bad) hurts & bottling it up is only sure to
hurt you again later - so control it now instead | drink, dance, cry, yell, write, &/or some other form of get it out |

Goal | Throw a Solo Pity Party - Safely                           Inspired Action | Watch The Magicians - Season 1 Episode 11
Pout It Out

Day 2

Use this day to pick yourself back up a bit from your.. day of coping yesterday. Take it easy on yourself but meet
your basic needs, clean up any leftover destruction, & otherwise focus on some simple, fun & positive things. 

Goal | Muster Up Some Good Vibes                     Inspired Action | Download the Heartbreak Self Care Cheat Sheet
Reboot 

Day 3

Use this day to take a different look at your relationship - from a healing place of accepting it's over. Not to
agonize over it, but to honestly examine it's bright & dark sides to help remind yourself it ended for good reason. 

Goal | Find the Love Lesson(s) Learned                                                             Inspired Action | Make a Pro's & Con's List 
Dig In & Detach 

Day 4

Use this day to get yourself a new kind of ready, willing, & able to move on from this break-up in style. Pick the
resources, practices, tools, & other components of a go-to diy heartbreak self-recovery system you can count on.

Goal | Become Your Own Self Love Advocate                                       Inspired Action | Make a Self Care Idea Box/Jar
Readjust

Day 5

Use this day to metaphorically make a path for the new |post break-up| you to emerge by actually organizing
hidden clutter in closets, drawers, craft bins, etc. & putting neglected things back to rights in your home.

Goal | Regain Feelings of Stability                   Inspired Action | Add a Welcome Mat/Decor Item to Your Front Door
Order the Chaos

Day 6

Use this day to  metaphorically clean the ended relationship remnants out of your life by actually going cold
turkey from all things bad for the soul - Drama, junk food, news/current events, toxic people, ugly situations, etc. 

Goal | Eliminate Negativity - Drama Detox Day 1 of 3           Inspired Action | Stay Active Doing Household Chores
Purge & Purify

Day 7

Use this day to metaphorically fill your life with love by actually filling your home with love - Play love songs &
romantic movies, decorate with hearts & empowerment quotes, &/or anything else that feels comforting to you. 

Goal | Incorporate Inspiration - Drama Detox Day 2 of 3         Inspired Action | Set Up a Meditation/Sacred Space
Sooth & Support

Day 8

Use this day to rest after all the hard & busy work you've done over the last week. Give yourself permission to be
lazy, sleep in, take naps, order take out, leave the laundry, binge netflix, etc. -  You deserve some down time. 

Goal | Give Yourself a Break - Drama Detox Day 3 of 3                        Inspired Action | Practice Energy Healing/Reiki 
Rest & Reset

Day 9

Use this day to make a big show of really, genuinely.. letting your broken, ended relationship go - All the healing
work you've been doing metaphorically & actually during this challenge has been getting you ready for this. 

Goal | Come to Terms with Your Break-Up                                         Inspired Action | Do a Good-Bye/Letting Go Ritual
Release
Day 10

Use this day to constructively mourn your past love & it's related potential future by transforming the pain of this
break-up into the power you need to choose a relationship that matches your soulmate dreams next time around.

Goal | Get Excited About Someday                                                                               Inspired Action | Create a Vision Board
Reflect
Day 11

Use this day to take a healed, personal vow to handle any upcoming bouts of break-up pain in style by making a
big show of taking awesome holistic (mental, emotional, physical, & spiritual) care of yourself.

Goal | Prove to Yourself that You Got This                   Inspired Action | Have a DIY/or Professional Holistic Spa Day
Repair
Day 12

Use this day to start fresh - With the understanding that losing love hurts, but you can & will survive it just fine.
Women are strong & amazing creatures of love. All the frogs in the world can't take that away unless you let them. 

Goal | Choose to Embrace Your Personal Power                           Inspired Action | Make-Over a Room in Your House
Renew
Day 13

Use this day to make arraignments for the next 12 days worth of pressing business, bills, commitments, projects,
etc. to minimize outside influence & stress during your heartbreak recovery. 

Goal | Make Yourself a True Priority                                                          Inspired Action | Get/Make & Use a Day Planner
Prep & Prioritize

Day 1
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/18FZKVoynQhapzJ_eZnC40Kv_Tfv2PxxO/view
https://www.soulandherbs.com/blogs/holistically-well/you-re-not-broken-3-steps-to-embrace-your-awesome-and-end-personal-suffering

